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THE GEORGE WASHINGTON
BRIDGE -To the 21st Century
Bill Clinton
President
wants to build a bridge

Ointonisan
.
ImprOVISer,
adept at
fabricating
whatever he
needs to get by.

to the 21st Century. Anyone who has built a bridge
-or watched one being built
- knows that a bridge must
be constructed upon a foundation that conforms to the
fixed laws that govern
bridge building. One cannot improvise and expect
success.
Clinton, however, is an
improviser, adept at fabricating whatever he needs to
get by. Take the latest scandal - the selling of the presidency for campaign dollars.
Now that Clinton is safely
in the White House, ineligible for reelection, he is for
campaign reform- and for
bipartisanship.
Recently, at the annual
presidential prayer breakfast, Clinton implored the
Republican Congress to put

partisan bickering behind
them . Quoting Isaiah
58: 12, he invited his audience to join him as a "repairer of the breach" that
has divided America into
the rich and the poor, black
and white, Democrats and
Republicans.
To repair America- that
is Clinton's latest plea. But
upon what foundations?
The passage in Isaiah upon
which he has based his
cause tells us that those who
desire to be called "repairers of the breach" must
"rebuild the ancient ruins"
and "raise up the age-old
foundations."
Mr. Clinton is not one,
however, who looks to the
wisdom of the past, for he is
a man wedded to the technology of the future. He
wants to build a bridge to
the 21st century by putting

computers in every classroom in America. He wants
to repair the breach, to unite
the nation through national
educational standards endorsed by the educational
bureaucracy in the Depart-
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ment of Education. In tury is not a politician like
These foundations for
short, he wants - as Presi- Clinton, but a statesman. the future of the nation are
dent to be the nation's What America needs is as relevant today as they
Headmaster.
leadership like that offered were then. And - as we
As our Headmaster, two hundred years ago by shall see -they are the anwhat does Mr. Clinton her first President, George cient ruins that must be rehave in mind? What na- Washington- a man who built - they are the age-old
tional standards is he pro- understood the need for a foundations that must be
moting? The President has solid foundation upon restored - if anyone is to
hardly given us a clue even which to build a bridge not succeed as the repairer of
though he has spoken to the
nation twice in recent
months -at his second inaugural and in his State of
the Union Address. Even
Clinton's supporters found
both speeches uninspired
7
and virtually without content.
Certainly, neither
speech called for a rebuilding of what America once
had - a society largely free
of pornography, perversion and political pillage.
Nor did either address call
for a raising up of the nation's age-old foundations only to the next century, the breach in American soprotecting innocent human but through the next mil- ciety and the builder of the
bridge to the future.
life, distinguishing be- lenium.
Ftemarkably,Mr.Washtween liberty and license,
ONE PEOPLE
or restoring economic free- ington did just that - on
dom through the family September19, 1796-when
The first of Washinghe delivered his Farewell
and self-government.
ton's
pillars was his call for
Instead, Clinton gave Address just before his reunity.
In 1796, Washingthe American people big- turn to private life after
ton
was
keenly aware that
tent slogans like - "Gov- having served his country
of the United
the
people
ernment is not the problem as the first President of the
States
had
chosen
to act as
and government is not the United States under the
solution." Thus, he put one United States Constitution. one people just 20 years beMter informing his fel- fore. He also knew that
foot conveniently in the
tent of the big government low citizens that he would unity had fractured under
liberal and the other in the not stand for election for a the Articles of Confederatent of the small govern- third term, he continued - tion with state pitted
out of "a solicitude for" the against state.
ment libertarian.
He had chaired the conThese are the words of a welfare of his fellow counpolitical huckster. For Mr. trymen -to set in place six stitutional convention
Clinton has proved again "pillars" - this is Washing- which proposed the United
and again that he is willing ton's word, not mine- that States Constitution to reto sell anything and say he believed were "all im- pair the breach, to restore
portant to the permanency the unity that Americans
anything to sell it.
What America needs to of your felicity as a peo- had experienced in their
fight against a common enlead her into the 21st cen- ple."

What America needs to lead
her into the 21st centmy is not
a politician like Clinton but a
statesman. What America
needs is leadership like that
offered two hundredyears ago
by her first president, George
Washington.

emy. Hence, the Constitution's Preamble opened
with the words: 'We the
people of the United States
of America in order to form
a more perfect union .... "
With Washington stepping down, he would no
longer be the rallying point
for unity. But he told the
people in plain terms,
which no one could mistake, that neither he -with
all his limitations, nor the
"fallible" Government in
Washington was the key to
the nation's future.
Ftather the key, he said,
was the people. Washington reminded them of the
sacrifices that they had
made and the sufferings
that they had endured to
achieve the independence
and liberty that they now
enjoyed.
The people, he said,
achieved these things because they were united by
the "same religion, manners, habits and political
principles." Those original uniting and enduring
principles were, in Washington's mind and heart,
the stuff of permanency.
Thus, Washington
called his fellow Americans to be patriots - lovers
of country and her first
principles. And he exhorted the people to be
vigilant to defend America's legacy oflaw and liberty against "the batteries
of internal and external
enemies" who would seize
every opportunity to denigrate the nation's great
heritage.
Today, that great heritage has been clobbered by
promoters of relativism,
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tribalism, multiculturalism
and -yes globalism, to the
undermining of a once
proud American patriotism. And we, as a people,
have suffered greatly under
the assault.
Our children in the government schools are taught
to be ashamed of America's heritage - that Christopher Columbus was a
racist and that those who
penned the Declaration of
Independence were hypocrites - caring only for the
rights of "white adult
males." See Saxe, "The
History Standards: Still An
Outrage," The Weekly
Smndard 23-26 (Mar. 10,
1997).
Such teaching is designed to pit white against
black, male against female,
class against class, faction
against faction, driving a
wedge into the heart of
every American.
In his day, George
Washington saw a nation
almost disintegrate under
an unrelenting conflict of
selfish factions. As was
true then, so it is true now,
the government in Washington, D.C., and the President, cannot repair the
breach. Only we, the people, can do that.
President Clinton had
opportunity, as George
Washington before him, to
remind us that the state of
the union isn't determined
in Washington. But he did
not. It took J.C. Watts, a
sophomore member of the
House of Representatives
from Oklahoma to tell us as Washington had 200
years before - that "the
strength of America is at

home in lives well lived in
the land of faith and family."
CONSTITUfiONAL
LAW
Neither Watts, nor
Washington before him,
were naive about people.
Acutely a ware of their own
personal limitations, they
also knew the limitations

was to be a bulwark against
"change."
Washington warned,
however, that there would
be some who would forget
this and try to pervert the
Constitution into an instrument of change. His warning has proved all too
prophetic, as Presidents,
Congresses and Courts
have altered our Constitution while at the same time

The secondpillar of
Washington's bridge was the
written constitution '~acredly
obligatory upon all" unless and
until changed "by an explicitly
and authentic act of the whole
people."
of people generally.
Watts, therefore, called for
a return to "the ancient wisdom." Washington called
the people to abide in the
enduring principles of the
Constitution.
So the second pillar of
Washington's bridge was
the written constitution
"sacredly obligatory upon
all" unless and until
changed "by an explicitly
and authentic act of the
whole people." The very
purpose of the Constitution
was to give the people of
the United States a "permanency" that would enable
them "to resist with care
the spirit of innovation
upon its principles, however specious the pretexts." The Constitution

appealing to it.
The President has
claimed the right as Commander-in-Chief to commit America's armed
forces anywhere in the
world according to his personal prerogative. Yet the
written Constitution states
that America's armed
forces are to be governed
by rules and regulations
promulgated by Congress,
not by the foreign policy
goals of the President.
Congress, in turn, has
abdicated its responsibility
to make laws by delegating
that power to unelected and
faceless bureaucrats, notwithstanding the constitutionally
written
commitment that "all legislative power is vested in

the Congress of the United
States."
And the Courts have, in
the name of "privacy" - a
word not found in the written Constitution, created a
"right" to kill an innocent
baby ·in the womb of his
mother, notwithstanding
the explicit constitutional
commitment in the preamble to secure the blessings
of liberty to "our posterity."
Our leaders have, as
Washington forecast they
might, undermined what
they could not directly
overthrow. The written
constitution is perceived to
be an 18th Century straitjacket to be replaced by
court precedents adapted to
changing times.
Thus, we have moved
from a nation stabilized by
enduring principles to what
Washington called an
"endless variety of hypothesis and opinion" - or
to put it in modern terms to government by scientific
experts and their opinion
polls.
What we need is a
bridge back to our solid
foundations, not a bridge
forward to the latest technological marvel. Without
a return to America's first
principles the bridge to the
21st Century will surely
collapse.

LIMITED POWER
At the very heart of
those first principles was,
as Washington put it, the
constitutional guarantee
against "despotism."
What Washington was referring to here was not the
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Constitution's Bill of
Rights. Rather, he was reminding the people to be
ever vigilant against the
consolidation of government power.
The
Constitution,
Washington reminded us,
properly "distributed" that
power so that "those entrusted with its administration [would] confine
themselves within their respective constitutional
spheres." If a change in
distribution was found desirable, Washington advised, "let it be corrected
by an amendment in the
way the Constitution designates." But, he admonished, "let there be no
change by usurpation."
Washington's concern
about the unconstitutional
usurpation of power came
from a profound understanding of subtleties of
power grabbing. He knew
that power is seized for expedient reasons to achieve
what appear to be good
ends.
He could not have been
more prescient. Less than
one hundred years after his
Address, the nation would
move from its constitutional commitment to the
gold standard to paper
money - in order to finance
the union cause in the civil
war. The move to paper
money, in turn, would lead
to the Federal Reserve
Banking system by which
Congress would completely abdicate its constitutional responsibility to
insure a sound monetary
system for America.
The New Deal- justified
to fight the depression,
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political prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable supports.
Religion, Washington
claimed, was absolutely
essential to the rule oflaw:
Where is the security for
property, for reputation,
for life, if the sense of religious obligation desert
the oaths which are the instruments of investigation
in courts ofjustice?
Where indeed! There is
no basis for private property apart from the dominion mandate of the Holy
Scriptures. Both William
Blackstone and James
Kent, preeminent authorities on the common law in
early America, concluded
that the common law of
private property was
founded on the creation
story of the book of Genests.
As for reputation, it is
the Scriptures that testify
that "[a] good name is to be
chosen rather than
that accompanied that force if necessary.
separation.
James, like George riches .... " (Proverbs 22: 1.)
Emboldened by this Washington before him, And human life - unless it
wholesale consolidation of has embraced the Calvinist really has been created in
power in Washington, the doctrine of the lower civil the image of God as the
United States Supreme magistrate, resisting law- Scriptures teach - loses its
Court began to apply the less tyranny from a "higher unique value and, thereBill of Rights against state authority" as had Amer- fore, its special claim for
and local communities ica's founders at the time legal protection.
Beginning in the late
thereby federalizing most of the war for indenineteenth
century Amerof American life. For the pendence. And this obserica's
law
teachers,
judges
last forty years, American vation brings me to
and
lawyers
began
to
move
Presidents and Congresses, Washington's fourth pillar
away
from
this
foundation,
State Governors and Legis- - religion in politics.
exchanging God's revelalators have been hiding betion
for the new science
CHRISTIAN IDLITICS
hind the skirts of the
of
evolution.
Today, we
United States Supreme
are
reaping
a
harvest of
On
the
subject
of
religCourt as ruling after ruling
lawlessness
that
Washinghas literally transformed ion and politics, Washington
knew
too
well
would
ton was most emphatic.
American life.
overtake a nation that atOnly recently have He said:
Of all the dispositions tempted to build a moral
some been fighting back,
seeking to return the and habits which lead to and legal code on a founda-

ushered in an era of transfer
of power from state and local communities to the central government virtually
destroying the federal union. It also led Congress to
transfer legislative, executive and judicial power to
career bureaucrats virtually destroying the constitutionally mandated
separation of powers, and
the checks and balances

American republic to its
constitutional foundations
and its Biblical roots. One
of those men is Alabama
Governor Fob James who,
in the early months of
1997, served notice on the
United States Supreme
Court that if it took the Ten
Commandments and
prayer out of the courtroom
of a state judge, he was prepared to resist the order by

Ofall the dispositions and
habits which lead to
political prosperity, religion
and morality are
indispensable supports.
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tion other than true religion.
If we are to build a
bridge to the 21st Century,
then, we must recapture
Washington's faith in a
moral political world
rooted in the revelation of
Almighty God. Without a
Christian politic, Washington knew that it was impossible to establish a
"national morality." And
without morals, there can
be no rule oflaw.
When Washington
urged the people in his day
to "promote ... as an object
of primary importance, institutions for the general
diffusion of knowledge .. .
[so that] public opinion
might be enlightened,"
they knew what kind of an
education their President
favored. And it is not the
kind that prevails in America's government schools
at the end of the 20th Century.
No, Washington would
not be impressed if he were
alive today to read the national standards of history.
Nor would he find the push
for computers in the classrooms a priority. Rather,
he would urge America's
families and churches to
take the lead in returning
Biblical morality and truth
as the centerpiece of the
pursuit of knowledge, just
as Congressman Watts
urged in his response to
President Clinton's State
of the Union Address.
BALANCED BUDGEf
Not only would Washington and Watts agree on
education, but they would

agree on the federal
budget. Here is what
Watts said about that subject on February 3, 1997:
We mustget ourgovemment's financial affairs in
order.... We are more than
$5 trillion in debt This
year we w111 spend $330
billion on interest pay-

tion with the cry of no taxation without representation. Hence, Washington was determined that
future generations would
not be saddled with debt
incurred by a government
for which they had not
voted.
We have yet to see that

are bankrupting the country, but he would say no to
the United Nations and to
all the other foreign governments at the federal
money trough.
Of all the pillars of
sound and stable government, Washington spent
the most time in his Farewell Address urging the
nation to preserve its independence from other nations.
Washington's call for
independence was decidedly not isolationist. He
encouraged good relations
with all nations, but
warned against "permanent, inveterate antipathies
against particular nations
and passionate attachments
for others .... "
Thus, he called for limited "temporary alliances,"
eschewing permanent ones
ments alone on the national kind of resolve in our lead- of any kind. Why? Bedebt. Over $5 trillion ers - Republican or Demo- cause, he said, "history and
worth of national debt is crat. Instead, we have a experience prove that formore than financially irre- President who cannot bring eign influence is one of the
sponsible. Friends, it is himself to balance the most baneful foes of repubimmoral; someone is going budget until 2002 -after he lican government."
to have to pay the piper.
leaves office. And we have
Had America heeded
Here is what Washing- a Congress that continues Washington's good counton said 200 years earlier:
to appropriate money that sel, President Clinton
As a very important is not in the federal treas- would not have courted the
source of strength and se- ury, hoping for some kind Indonesians and the Chicurity, cherish public of miraculous deliverance nese as he did in his 1996
credit One method ofpre- from their addictive spend- fund-raising campaign.
serving it is to use it as ing habits.
For those nations would
sparingly as possible ... ,
What we need are real- not have had anything to
a voiding ... the accumula- istic and courageous states- gain from a Clinton viction of debt, not only by men
like
George tory.
shunning occasions of ex- Washington who can ''just
But America has not
pense, but by vigorous ex- say no."
heeded Washington's
ertions .. . to discharge ...
warning. We have become
debts, not ungenerously
NATIONAL
so politically entangled
INDEPENDENCE
throwing upon posterity
with nations around the
the burden which we ourworld that we have lost our
George Washington ability to act indeselves ought to bear.
In Washington's day, would not only say no to pendently, even when our
the people began a revolu- the domestic programs that

Ofall the pillars ofsound and
stable government,
Washington spent the most
time in his Farewell Address
urging the nation to preserve its
independence from other
nations.
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own economic and political welfare is at stake.
VVe have exchanged
VVashington's cry for independence for Clinton's surrender to interdependence.
And what VVashington
forecast would happen to
American liberty and prosperity is unfolding in front
of our eyes. In the name of
free trade we are a nation
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that is becoming increasingly dependent upon the
other nations for our basic
necessities. And in the
name of the brotherhood of
all mankind, we are a nation slipping from our heritage of God-given rights to
life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness to man-created entitlements at the expense of our humanity.

CONCLUSION
VVashington concluded
his Farewell Address with
characteristic modesty.
Confessing his faults and
the many shortcomings of
his administration, he "fervently beseech[ed] the Almighty to avert or mitigate
the evils to which they may

lead" and asked the people
for their "indulgence."
As VVashington prayed
for mercy and forgiveness,
so we must do likewise for only with God's help
will we build a bridge for
America to the 21st Cenfi7i'
tury.

GORE'S LAW
ner Mikva followed up with
his own memorandum:
his telephone and office in Campaign activities of any
the VVhite House to solicit kind are prohibited in or
contributions to the Demo- from govemment buildings
... .[A]lso no fundraising
cratic Party.
Title 18, Section 607 of calls or mail may emanate
the United States Code from the White House or
states that what Gore did is any other federal bmlding.
a felony. The statute reads: Id at7.
It shall be unlawful for
Gore sloughed off
any person to solicit ... any Mikva's memo, claiming
contribution in any room or that it "was not designed to
building occupied in the address either the President
discharge of official duties or the Vice President .... "
[by any federal officer ... Justice Department spokesreceiving a salary from the man, John Russell, however, stated that Section
US. Treasury] .. ..
In the early days of the 607, Title 18 of the U.S.
Clinton administration, for- Code applied to the Presimer VVhite House counsel dent and the Vice President
Bernard Nussbaum sent a in the same way that it apwritten notice to all VVhite plies to the VVhite House
House staff, including the staff.
Mikva, now back in priVice President, that "soliciting ... campaign contribu- vate practice, chimed in:
tions on federal property or "Any Philadelphia lawyer
in federal buildings" is knows that you don't raise
clearly prohibited. Human money in a government
Eventsl, 7(Mar. 14, 1997). building."
VVith such an array of
In April 1995, then
VVhite House Counsel Ab- witnesses against him,

truth is out. Vice
T hePresident
AI Gore used

what is a Vice President to
do? Caught with his hand
in the cookie jar, Gore
could not deny the facts.
VVith the facts against
him, Gore had only the law
to fall back on. But with the
language of the statute so
clearly against him, he had
to dig deep for his legal defense:
My counsel advises me
that there is no controlling
lC<&al authority or case that
says that there was any violation oflaw whatsoever in
the mannerin which I asked
people to contribute to our
reelection campaign. Id at
7. (Emphasis added.)
Six times he repeated
this well-rehearsed phrase.
Only a Harvard-educated
man, like Gore, could- with
a straight face - claim that
he had not violated the law
because a judge had not yet
ruled that he had.
For it is at Harvard that
professors teach that law is
what a judge says it is, not
what a legislature enacts
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and not what a prosecutor
sets out to enforce. That
has been the dominant
view of law at Harvard
since the tum of the century.
First articulated by
Oliver Wendell Holmes,
Jr. in his 1897 essay, "The
Path of the Law," the idea
that courts are the creators
of the law was popularized
by Holmes's protege, John
Chipman Gray who wrote:
.. .Law is made up of
rules .. . which the courts
lay down ... ; the fact that
the courts apply rules is
what makes them Law; ...
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there is, [therefore} no
... Law apart from these
rules .... From Gray, The
Nature and Sources of
Law (2d Ed 1921) reprinted in Titus, God Man
& Law: The Biblical Principles 58 (1994).
How convenient this
definition of law! Since
no Vice President has been
prosecuted under Section
607, Title 18 of the United
States Code, no court has
ever ruled that it applies to
a Vice President. Until a
court so rules, there is no
law prohibiting a Vice
President from soliciting
contributions

from his office in the West
Wing of the White House.
Therefore, what Vice
President Gore did is not
yet against the law.
What Gore is counting
on is that no one in the
Justice Department will
prosecute him so that no
court will have the opportunity to rule against him.
And if no court rules
against him, then he did
not break the law - not
now, not ever.
Thus, Mr. Gore's law is
like that which governed
Oliver Wendell Holmes's
"bad man":

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.

Ifyou wantto know the
law and nothing else you
must look at it as a bad
man, who cares only for
the material consequences
which such knowledge enables him to predict, not as
a goad one, who finds his
reason for conduct,
whether inside the law or
outside ofit, in the vaguer
sanctions of conscience.
Holmes, ''The Path of the
Law" (1897) reprinted in
Holmes, Collected Legal
Papers 171 (Harcourt,
Brace 1952). ~
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Book Review: Darwin's Black
Box: The Biochemical Challenge
to Evolution
by Ken Ewert*
1996
H asistorythewillyearrecord
that the
Pope finally made peace
with Darwin. In a message
to the Pontifical Academy
of Sciences, the Pope rec- - - - -- - - --ognized that evolution is
"more than just a theory."
Michael J. Behe
But 1996 also saw the reDarwin's Black Box: The lease of a significant new
Biochemical Challenge to book, Darwin's Black Box:
Evolution
The Biochemical Challenge to Evolution, by MiThe Free Press, 1996.
chael Behe at Lehigh
----------University This book may
be the most penetrating scientific challenge to the theory of evolution yet
mounted. How sadly typical: just as the world seems
ready to change horses,
having found that the old
nag won't actually run, the
Christian church buys the
old nag.
True, academia is not yet
ready to abandon the theory
of evolution (they prefer,
rather, to let it "evolve').
After all, to accept the demise of the theory would
mean coming to grips with
a Creator to whom all are
accountable. But the theory is, these days, under increasing duress. Phillip E.
Johnson's Darwin on Trial
and Dr. A. E . WilderSmith's The Scientific Al-

ternative to NeoDarwinian

Evolutionary Theory are
two notable scientific attacks. Behe's book adds
considerable fuel to the
fire. As one reviewer
notes: "If Darwinians respond to this important
book by ignoring it, misrepresenting it, or ridiculing it,
that will be evidence in favor of the wide spread suspicion that Darwinism
today functions more as an
ideology than as a scientific
theory."
In the seventeenth century, a convex and concave
lens were combined to produce the first crude microscope. With this invention,
the discovery of "an unanticipated Lilliputian world"
began. Scientists soon
found that all living matter
was composed of cells .
But, limited by the power of
conventional light microscopes, the actual content
and workings of a cell remained a "black box" to
scientists. Most scientists
of the day thought that cells
were simple.
Ernst
Haeckel, a contemporary of
Darwin, postulated that a
cell was a "simple little
lump of albuminous combination of carbon. "
But the truth has proven
to be remarkably different.
The opening of the black
box - the study of the cell -

had to wait until the development and refinement of
the electron microscope in
the twentieth century.
During the past forty
years, biochemistry has
discovered an astonishing
level of complexity on the
cellular level. While the
gaps in the fossil record
may be embarrassing, this
complexity is far more
troublesome for Darwinism. Darwin's Black Box
asks: "Darwin's idea might
explain horse hoofs, but can
it explain life's foundation?"
Behe takes Richard
Dawkins to task. Dawkins
is the author of The Blind
Watchmaker and a current
Goliath of evolution. Behe
examines Dawkins' account of the evolutionary
development of the eye.
Dawkins' explanation
completely ignores the
complexity on the cellular
level and deals only at the
level of gross anatomy."
But as Behe points out, the
eye is not simply a complex
system (lens, retina, muscles, etc.), it is a complex
system of complex systems. He notes that
Dawkin's explanation is
comparable to answering
the question, "How is a stereo system made?"with the
words "By plugging a set of

*M.A. Public Policy, Regent University. Editor, U-Turn.
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speakers into an amplifier, lustrate this, Behe uses the
and adding a CD player, analogy of a simple houseradio receiver, and tape hold mousetrap . The
deck. " The real issue is not mousetrap is composed of
to account for how these a small wooden platform, a
things could have gotten hammer, a spring, a catch,
plugged in to one another, a holding bar, and several
but to account for the as- staples. If any one of these
sembly of receivers and components is missing, or
amplifiers. Darwinism not the right size and shape,
must account for the origin the mouse trap fails. It is
of the cell structures, which
are, in themselves, far
more complex than speakers or amplifiers. Darwinism, argues Behe, has not
been, and never will be,
able to explain this complexity.
As Behe notes, "The
'simplest' self-sufficient,
replicating cell has thecapacity to produce thousands of different proteins
and other molecules, at dif- irreducibly complex: if one
ferent times and under part is missing the whole
variable conditions. Syn- thing does not work.
thesis, degradation, energy
The irreducible comgeneration, replication, plexity of biological sysmaintenance of cell archi- tems is a powerful
tecture, mobility, regula- challenge to Darwinism.
tion,
repair, Just how could a system communication - all of made up of many precisely
these functions take place interacting parts - evolve?
in virtually every cell, and Darwinism holds that oreach function itself reganisms evolve through
quires the interaction of numerous, successive, and
numerous parts." Each cell
slight modifications
is, in itself, "an interwoven caused by genetic mutameshwork of systems."
tions. A favourable mutaSignificantly, each of tion gives a particular
these microscopic systems
organism a better chance of
is what Behe calls "irresurvival and of passing on
ducibly complex." That is, its superior genes to its offeach system is made up of spring. This process is
several interacting parts, called "natural selection."
each of which contribute to
However, in order for
the basic function of the natural selection to work,
system. The system is irre- each mutation must pass
ducibly complex because the criteria of "minimal
the removal of any one of function." Minimal functhe parts causes the system tion simply means that in
to cease functioning. Toil- order to be of evolutionary

benefit to an organism, a
system must have the ability to accomplish a task. It
must be able to suitably
perform. All the components of the mousetrap
must he there in order for
the trap to perform its function. Having a wooden
base, a spring, and a hammer come together won't

properly working, it cannot
be naturally selected; until
it "works," it does not provide any useful function.
The details of God's miera-creation are a nasty
roadblock for Darwinism.
Behe looks at the amazing
complexity involved in
blood clotting, the transport of "garbage" within a
cell, the human immune
system, and the biosynthesis of AMP. He looks at the
published evolutionary accounts for such sophisticated systems, in journals
such as the journal ofMolecular Evolution. He concludes that: "Molecular
evolution is not based on
scientific authority. There
is no publication in the scientific literature - in prestigious
journals, specialty
catch any mice. Even a prejournals,
or books - that decisely fitting wooden base,
scribes
how molecular
spring and hammer
evolution
of any real, comwouldn't be "naturally seplex,
biochemical
system
lected" since these compoeither
did
occur
or
even
nents together don't
might
have
occurred.
accomplish the task. The
catch, holding bar, and sta- There are assertions that
ples are necessary for the such evolution occurred,
trap to be of benefit. but absolutely none are
Clearly, a system like a supported by pertinent exmousetrap could not be periments or calculations."
The complexity of livproduced by small, succesing
things is dizzying. The
sive improvements that are
thesis
of Darwin 's Black
naturally selected.
Box
is
profoundly simple:
The complexity of celirreducibly
complex syslular systems is, of course,
tems
must
be
designed
much greater than that of a
There
is
no
possible
gradmousetrap. Like the
ual
route
to
their
producmousetrap, each of the
many interrelated compo- tion. Pretenses otherwise
nents on the cellular level must be given up.
Whether it be in the
must be there - in the preheavens
that are "declaring
cise proper shapes and
the
work
of God's hands,"
sizes- in order to perform
their function and be of any or in the intricate workings
natural selection benefit. of a cell, God, the Creator
Until a system has each and of all things, never leaves
every one of its many parts Himself without a witness.

The irreducible complexity of
biological systems is a
powerful challenge to
Darwinism. Just how could a
system -made up ofmany
precisely interacting parts evolve?
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Where can rebellious man
hide from God? The supposed refuge of science is
fast crumbling. As David
understood so well:

Where can I go from
Thy Spirit? Or where can
I flee from Thy presence?
IfI ascend to heaven, Thou
art there; ifI make my bed
in Sheol, behold, Thou art
there. IfI take the wings of

the dawn, if I dwell in the
remotest part of the sea,
even there Thy hand will
lead me, and Thy right
hand will lay hold ofme. If
I say, 'Surely the darkness
will overwhelm me, and
the light around me will be
night, 'even the darkness is
not dark to Thee, and the
night is as brightas the day
Darkness and light are

alike to Thee. For Thou
didst form my in ward
parts; Thoudidstweaveme
in my mother's womb. I
will give thanks to Thee
for I am fearfully and wonderfully made; Wonderful
are Thy works, And my
soul knows it very well.
(Psalm 139:7-14).

This article appeared in
the Winter 1997 issue of
U-Tum, P.O. Box 3310,
Langley, BC V3A 4R6.
Permission to reprint
granted.

Better News
by Marilyn Titus
I really enjoy reading the periodicals we receive.

World magagine, The Wanderer newspaper, Exegesis
Update fax and Celebrate Life magazine are my favorites. I could list many, many more that I enjoy reading.
I suppose we receive 25 or so such periodicals because
of Forecast Foundation research on current events.
Thankfully, we do not depend on local newspapers or the
usual magazines or TV news programs. Nor do we
depend on voter guides put out by those with political
agendas. We do pay attention, however, to specific votes
by our Congressmen and the behavior of our President.
We, also, hear the cries of the people because of a corrupt
judiciary.
What I am thinking about is how to help the people of
this nation get on the right track when most of them don't
even know they are derailed. What can we do to help

people become better informed about good periodicals to
which to subscribe? The large local newspapers, usual
magazines and TV news programs generally distort what
is really happening or don't inform the people at all. The
real news information is found by searching through the
periodicals that report actual "grass roots" happenings that which is important to know as a parent, a student, a
child.
Accordingly, I have decided to pass on some information in case you would like to improve your news sources.
We do not discriminate based on denomination, heritage,
political party or any other non-essential criteria. We
give this information to you so you may broaden your
knowledge from sources that are generally not available
through the common carriers.
Happy hunting.
After you have tried these and decide you want more
information, I can recommend additional periodicals.

World

Celebrate Life

POBox2330
Asheville NC 28802
Phone(704)253-8063
Fax (704) 253-1556
E-mail wldmailbag
@aol.com

PO Box 1350
Stafford VA 22555
Phone(540)659~ 17 1

Fax (540) 659-2586
E-mail clmagazine
@aol.com

Howard Phillips Issues and Strategy Bulletin

Human Events

9520 Bent Creek Lane
Vienna VA 22182

7811 Montrose Rd.
Potomac MD 20854
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New American
770 Westhill Blvd.
Appleton WI 54914
Phone (414) 749-3784 Fax (414)749-3785
E-Mail tna@jbs.org

The Wanderer
201 Ohio Street
St. Paul MN 55107
Phone(612)224-5733
Medical Sentinel
PO Box 13648
Macon GA 31208-3648
Phone (912) 757-9873 Fax (912) 757-9725
Chalcedon Report
PO Box 158
Vallecito CA 95251
Phone (209) 736-4365 Fax (209) 736-0536
E-mail chalced@goldrush.com

American Vision's Biblical Worldview
2512 Cobb Pkwy.
Smyrna GA 30080
Phone (770) 988-0555 Fax (770) 952-2587
E-mail avision@mindspring.com
The McAlvany Intelligence Advisor
POBox84904
Pheonix, AZ 85071
Phone 1(800) 528-0559 (602) 252-4477

Exegesis Update
POBox789
McLean VA 22101
Phone (703) 734-5656 Fax (703) 734-0606

CAMPAIGN REFORMPOLITICIZING THE FIRST
AMENDMENT
(Part 2- Continued from
Vol. 4, No. 6)

v. Valeo, 424
I nU.S.Buckley
1 (1976), the Court
placed its stamp of constitutional approval on Congressional
limits
on
contributions to campaigns
for election to federal office.
In the same case, the Court
disapproved Congressional
limits on expenditures by
those candidates and their
supporters.

The Court based its con- spends money on that camstitutional distinction be- paign. The contributor, the
tween contributions and Court ruled, is content to alexpenditures on two factors. low the recipient to shape
First, it said that contribu- the message; whereas the
tions to a candidate created spender is the shaper of the
the risk of corruption, or the message.
appearance of corruption;
Having made this constiwhereas, expenditures did tutional distinction between
not.
contributions and expendiSecond, the Court con- tures, the Court soon faced a
cluded that one who contrib- number of issues requiring
utes to another's political clarification of their ruling.
campaign does not have as . First and foremost, the
great an interest in freedom Court attempted to draw a
of speech as the one who clear line between "issue ad-
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vocacy" and "express candidacy advocacy." Second, it labored hard to
maintain the line between
contributions and expenditures. Still, twenty years
later, the Court found itself
significantly divided over
how best to police campaign reform measures under the First Amendment.
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rate and union expenditures in campaigns for candidates for public office.
See, e.g., United States v.
A utomobJ1e Workers, 352
u.s. 567 (1972).
The Court conceded that
it had found that "preservation of the individual citizen's confidence m
government" is an "interest
... of highest importance,"

ISSUE ADVOCACY

office. The risk of corruption perceived in cases involving
candidate
elections .. . simply is not
presentin a jXJpular vote on
a public issue. Id,435U.S.
at 789-90.
This distinction between issue advocacy and
express candidacy advocacy was extended by the
Court to limitations on

ded in the American political process." ld, 454 U.S.
at 294.
Second, it observed that
such limits have a discriminatory effect, thereby placing a direct "restraint on
the right of association":
Under the Berkeley ordinance an affluent person
can, acting alone, spend
without limit .... It is only
when contributions are
made in concert with one or
more others in the exercise
of the right of association
that they are restricted ....
Id, 454 U.S. at 296.
Both of these reasons
would appear to support a
ruling to strike down limits
on contributions to campaigns for government office. Yet in Buckley v.
Valeo, supra, the Court had
ruled in favor of such limits.
Instead of reconciling
the Buckley ruling with its
reasoning in the Berkeley
case, the Court confmed its
rule in the former to a "single narrow exception to the
rule that limits on political
activity were contrary to
the First Amendment:
The exception relates to
the perception ofundue influence of large contributions to a candidate: 'To
the extent that large contributions are given to secure
a quidpro quo from current
andpotential office holders
.... Id, 454 U.S. at 296-97.

The distinction between
Referenda are held on issues, not
issue advocacy and express
candidates for office. The risk of
candidacy advocacy arose
initially in cases involving coJTUption perceived in cases involving
state-imposed limits on
candidate elections ... simply is not
both expenditures and conpresent in a popular vote on a public
tributions in campaigns for
the defeat or passage of inJSSUe.
itiatives aud referenda.
In First National Bank necessitating rulings up- contributions, as well as
of Boston v. Bellotti, 435 holding corporate expendi- expenditures. In Citizens
U.S. 765 (1978), the Court ture limitations in Against Rent Control v.
struck down a Massachu- campaigns for office. The City ofBerkeley, 454 U.S.
setts law prohibiting cor- Court explained:
290 (1981), the Court
porations from spending
The overriding concem struck down a city ordiany money "for the pur- behind the enactment of nance limiting contribupose of .. . influencing or statutes such as the Federal tions to $250 per individual
affecting the vote on any Corrupt Practices Act was to any committee's or other
question submitted to the the problem of corruption organization's campaign in
voters, other than one ma- of elected representatives support or opposition to a
terially affecting any of the through the creation ofpo- ballot measure.
property, business or assets litical debts. Id, 352 U.S.
Defenders of the contriof the corporation." Id, at 787, n. 26.
bution limitation claimed
435 U.S. at 768.
But the Court concluded that it "ensured that special
The Massachusetts that the issue of popular interest groups could not
authorities defended this confidence was not impli- 'corrupt' the initiative
limit, in part, as necessary cated in the case of expen- process by spending large
to "sustain ... the active role ditures made in support of, amounts to support or opof the individual citizen in or in opposition to, a ballot pose a ballot measure."
the electoral process and measure. It found no evi- Id, 454 U.S. at 293.
thereby prevent ... diminu- dence "that corporate adThe Court rejected this
tion of the citizen's confi- vocacy
threatened claim on two grounds.
dence in government." Id, imminently to undermine First, the Court found that EXPRESS CANDIDATE
ADVOCACY
435 U.S. at 787.
the democratic processes, such limits directly
In support of their posi- thereby denigrating rather abridged "the practice of
Having established one
tion, state authorities relied than serving First Amend- persons sharing common
rule
for issue advocacy and
upon a number of Supreme ment interests":
views banding together to
another
for express candiCourt precedents upholdReferenda are held on achieve a common end
dacy
advocacy,
the Court
ing limitations on corpo- issues, not candidates for [which] is deeply embed-

.
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has been required to make
a number of fine distinctions to keep the Buckley
exception sufficiently narrow so as not to swallow up
First Amendment freedoms.
First, it has carefully circumscribed "contributions" to those moneys
given directly to a candidate's campaign organization or those given
indirectly "by making expenditures that they coordinate with the candidate."
See Colorado Repub.
Campaign Comm. v. FEC,
518 U.S. -, 135 L Ed 2d
795 (1996).
Second, the Court has
insisted that the contribution limits apply only to
those First Amendment activities that use "express
words of advocacy of election or defeat" of an identified candidate. ld, 135 L
Ed2dat803.
These two rules have set
issue organizations free
from the restrictive contribution rules of both federal
and state campaign reform
laws, so long as they stay
away from "express candidacy advocacy" or so long
as they engage in such express advocacy without coordinating that advocacy
with an individual candidate's campaign.
Sticky problems remain, however. One of
them came before the High
Court in 1996 in a case involving expenditures by
the Colorado Republican
Campaign Committee in
support of advertisements
against an already identified Democratic candidate
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for the United States Senate. ld
The Campaign Committee admitted that its ads
were "express candidate
advocacy" in that they
were designed to defeat a
clearly identified candidate. But it denied that
they were contributions to
any Republican candidate
because, at the time of the

sequently, he ruled that a
political party could spend
unlimited amounts of
money on express candidacy advocacy so long as
those expenditures were
not, in fact, coordinated
with the candidate's campatgn.
Justices John Paul
Stevens and Ruth Bader
Ginsburg disagreed, claim-

Having established one rule for
issue advocacy and another for
express candidacy advocacy, the
Court has been required to make a
number offine distinctions.
ads, no such candidate had
been identified.
Moreover, the Committee claimed that it had not
"coordinated" its ad campaign with any of the potential GOP nominees.
The Federal Election Commission countered, asserting that all "express
candidacy advocacy" conducted by a political party
must be presumed to be coordinated with the party's
candidate.
The FEC failed, however, to persuade the Court.
Treating the ad campaign
as an "expenditure," not a
"contribution," Justice
Stephen Breyer, writing
for himself, Justice David
Souter and Justice Sandra
Day 0 'Connor, likened the
party's ad campaign to
similar campaign activities
conducted by "individuals,
candidates, and other political committees." Con-

ing that such unlimited
party expenditures created
an "interdependency" between the candidate and
the party thereby creating a
"special danger that the
party- or the persons who
control the party - will
abuse the influence it has
over the candidate by virtue of its power to spend."
Id, 135 LEd 2d at 825-26.
Justice Anthony Kennedy, writing for himself,
Chief Justice Rehnquist
and Justice Antonin Scalia,
could not understand what
the fuss was about. What
difference did it make, he
asked, whether or not the
party coordinated its expenditures with an individual candidate's campaign?
''We have," he answered,
"a constitutional tradition
of political parties and their
candidates engaging in
joint First Amendment ac-

tivities." ld, 135 LEd 2d
at 814.
Indeed, Justice Kennedy wrote, a rule limiting
a political party's support
of its candidate - only if
coordinated with that candidate, would make "no
sense." After all, he concluded, the very purpose of
a political party is to support candidates hoping
that, if elected, they will
further the party's political
agenda. ld
Justice
Clarence
Thomas, with the Chief
Justice and Justices Kennedy and Scalia concurring, wrote a separate
opinion to bring this point
home by injecting a heady
dose of political reality into
the Court's opinions:
As applied ...[to] campaign funding by political
parties, the anti-corruption
rationale loses its force ....
Mat could it mean for a
party to "corrupt" its candidate or to exercise "coercive" influence over him?
The very aim ofa political
partyis to influence its candidate's stance on issues
and, if the candidate takes
office or is reelected, his
votes.... For instance, ifthe
Democratic Party spends
large sums of money in
support ofa candidate who
wins, takes office, and then
implements the Party's
platform, thatis not corruption; that is successful advocacy of ideas in the
political marketplace and
representative government
in a party system. ld, 135
LEd 2d at 824.
While Justice Thomas
succeeded in wooing his
three colleagues to agree
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with him here, he was all
alone in his call for a reexamination of Buckley v.
Valeo in order to bring the
election campaign laws
back into conformity with
the First Amendment.
CONSTITUTIONAL
ADVOCACY
Relying in part on former Chief Justice Warren
Burger's dissent in Buckley, Justice Thomas found
that the distinction between "contributions" and
"expenditures" lacked
"constitutional significance." Id 135 LEd 2d at
818.
First, he argued that
contributions and expenditures both contribute to the
public debate on political
issues which is at the core
of the First Amendment:
When an individlUll donates money to a candidate
or to a partisan organization, he enhances the donee's
ability
to
communicate a message
and thereby adds to the political debate, just as when
that individlUll communicates the message himself.
Indeed, the individual may
add more to political discourse by giving rather
than by spending, ifthe donee is able to put the funds
to more productive use
than can the individual.
The contn.bution of funds
... thus fosters the "free discussion of governmental
affairs" ... just as an expenditure does. Id
Second, Justice Thomas
observed that "[g]iving and
spending in the electoral
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process also involve basic
associational rights under
the First Amendment":
Political associations allow citizens to pool their
resources and make their
advocacy more effective
... .If an individual is limited in the amount of resources he can contribute
to the pool, he is cerminly
limited in his ability to as-

adequate evidence that
such limits were really necessary to prevent "bribery
or anything resembling it."
Id, 135 LEd 2d at 822.
Second, he found no real
evidence linking contribution and expenditure limits
to the prevention of real
corruption in government.
This discovery prompted
Justice Thomas to doubt

Clarence Thomas
sociate for purposes of ef- that Congress enacted the
fective advocacy Id, 135 limits for that purpose:
There is good reason to
LEd 2d at 818-19.
As for the asserted gov- think that campaign refonn
ernment interest of guard- is an especially inappropriing against corruption, ate area for judicial deferJustice Thomas injected ence to legislative
some rather healthy scep- judgment .. What the argutism into the analysis . ment for deference !ails to
Again he made two points. acknowledge is the potenFirst, he wondered if the tial for legislators to set the
Buckley Court had not al- rules of the electoral game
lowed Congress to pass so as to keep themselves in
"broad prophylactic" lim- power and to keep potenits on contributions to po- tial challengers out of it ...
litical campaigns without Indeed, history demon-

strafes that the most significant effect of electoral
refonn has not been to purify public service, but to
protect incumbents and increase the influence ofspecial interest groups ....
When Congress seeks to
ration political expression
in the electoral process, we
oughtnotsimplyacquiesce
in its judgment Id, 135 L
Ed2dat823.
Even though Justice
Thomas expressed these
doubts about Congress and
about the Court's precedents, he did not offer any
alternative constitutional
standard. Rather, he applied the Court's compelling
interest/least
restrictive alternative formula, albeit more strictly,
and found the financial
limits on political party financial support of a candidate's
election
unconstitutional - whether
coordinated or not.
In applying the Court's
current test, Justice
Thomas missed a golden
opportunity to reexamine
that test and, consequently,
the constitutional premises
upon which it has been
fashioned. For it is a false
constitutional philosophy,
not a misapplication of the
Court's formula, that has
allowed the politicization
of the First Amendment.
The only solution to such
politicization is a return to
the original meaning of the
constitutional text. (To be
~
continued.)
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The Death ofEnglish
by Alan Reed*
I was 14 years old,
W hen
I learned - or I tried in

*Mr. Reedis a
practicing attomey
in Penn y an New
'
York. He holds
the J.D. degree
fiTOin_ R eg_ent
Um vers1ty.

vain to learn - what I considered to be a perfectly
dead language, Latin. Beginning with the very first
sentence, "Ubi est agricola?" (which is to say
"Where is the farmer?'), I
thought, "Who cares?"
Just the same, wtth the
advent of Political Correctness, Latin has been revived as the language of
passion and boldness. It
does this by the single act of
assigning gender to many
of its words. "Agricola"
(farmer), for example,
takes the feminine gender.
The PC elitist would argue
that not all farmers are
women. Sadly, these people have no sense of our
humanity or our interrelationship with our environment and have substituted
bland verbiage in English
to maintain a gender neutral
equilibrium. It is really neither here nor there whether
the farmer is a he or a she.
The significance is that one
who engages in farming relates to his environment in
a manner that is uniquely
feminine, even if he is a
male. In their rage against
what is male, some have attempted to squelch the expressions of gender with all

of its flavor, grace, passion,
emotion and life. In its
place, the governing linguists have dehumanized
the English language by engineering expressions of
"sensitivity" without offense to those who harbor
innate bitterness over feelings of sexuality.
My personal experience
of this groping for the neuter was when I was an instructor at a magistrate's
school sponsored by the
New York State Office of
Court Administration. The
admonition was to be careful with respect to gender,
not to offend; in essence,
"Be careful when you use
'he' and 'she."' Well, I am
sorry, but I can't remember
the last time I prosecuted a
female burglar or when it
was that I had a male suspect for shoplifting cosmetics. This suppressed desire
of many to have the male
anatomy castrated, has castrated the vitality of our expressions.
It is my belief that the
most sensitive and accurate
expressions of reality find
their form in terms of gender. As the Bible expresses
it, "God made man, male
and female. Male and female made He them." So it
is when I express myself in
terms that God made me
male and in terms of how I

perceive the communications of what is female.
More so, is the art of expressing those things which
are beyond strict definition:
passion, apathy, love, hate,
harshness and gentleness.
By now in our human experience, it should be clear
that not everything associated with sexuality is a matter of perversion. Yet, a
new Victorianism has arrived that has gone way beyond
its
dignified
predecessor. It takes the
very mention of the distinctions of gender and says,
"Not so." Maybe we should
all take a day off and go
around naked to refute the
fiction. But then, who
would be convinced of
what is already self-evident.
If I, however, have become the ostensible fiction,
let me then speak in terms
of fiction; the fiction of the
existence of male and female; in the fairy tale that
they once danced upon the
earth gracefully and clumsily, purely and pervertedly.
Alas, to my Latin
teacher, wherever she may
be, I thank you for your undying service to the language of Latin and its
protection of our humanity,
and please accept my remarks nunc pro tunc. If"
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Prayer
by Marilyn J. Titus

Thank you Lord for the life you have given us,
I look forward to even more.

Thank you Lord for the healings you have provided us,
I look forward to even more.

Thank you Lord for the food you have provided us,
I look forward to even more.

Thank you Lord for the finances you have provided us,
I look forward to even more.

Thank you Lord for the children and grandchildren you have given us,
I look forward to even more.

Thank you Lord for your witness in our children and our grandchildren,
I look forward to even more.

Thank you Lord for your witness in our parents, brothers and sisters, nieces and nephews, aunts and uncles,
I look forward to even more.

Thank you Lord for the many dedicated Christians in this country and in the world,
I look forward to even more.

Thank you Lord for the godliness that exists in our government,
I look forward to even more.

Thank you Lord for your revealing witness in the world,
I look forward to even more.
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